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October 2017
Theme: Risk
Sunday, October 1st • 10:00 am • "The Scaffold Story and the Dakota"
• Guest Speaker Grace Horn
In honor of our first people in our region as we choose to focus on them instead of
the traditional Columbus Day stories, we welcome Grace Horn. She will talk with
us about Dakota history as it relates to the Scaffold sculpture at the Walker Art
Center in Minneapolis.

Sunday, October 8th • 10:00 am • "Taking Heart" • Rev. Kristin
Maier
To live from one's heart is invariably a risky proposition. What blessings
might we find, though, when we take heart and step into a future that is
always unpredictable?

Sunday, October 15th • 10:30 am • "She/He/We/They" • Rev. Karen
Hering and Catherine Charles Hammond at Carleton College Chapel
With the unfolding conversations and awareness around gender identity and
diversity, how do we understand what it means to be "us" in ways that welcome
and open the fullness of all our gender identities and possibilities? UUFN and the
Carleton Chaplain's office are co-hosting this service as part of a week of "Telling
Our Journeys," a celebration of the LGBTQA community. Please bring a dish to
share for the potluck following the service. Everyone welcome! (Please note
change of time/location.)

Sunday, October 22nd • 10:00 am • "Risks and Rewards of Confronting
White Supremacy " • Rev. Kristin Maier
In conjunction with the nationwide #UUWhiteSupremacyTeachIn2, we will
explore the impact of white supremacy on our communities and reflect on
thespiritual work required to disrupt and diminish its influence.

Sunday, October 29th • 10:00 am • "A Masking We Will Go" • Lay Lead
In honor of Halloween we all (children and adults) are going to make masks
together. Face masks over time have been used for protection, disguise,
performance, or entertainment. Join us for a brief look at the history of masks,
then make one yourself (or watch or help others, if you prefer). What mask will
you choose?
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The Gifts Hidden in Risk

"Fake News" Forum

by Rev. Kristin Maier
UUFN has been invited to co-host the Chapel Service on
October 15th at Carleton College as part of “Telling Our
Journeys,” a celebration of the LGBTQA community. We are
very fortunate to have a UU minister, Rev. Karen Hering, and
her adult child, Catherine Charles Hammond, presenting a
service entitled “She/He/They/We.” Rooted in their personal
experiences, the service will help all of us further explore
gender identity and diversity
and how we can expand our
understanding of “us.”
Telling our journeys, especially
when part of who we are or
who we love is broadly
misunderstood is a brave thing.
Though I know in my bones
their message will be warmly
received by our congregation,
opening oneself in such a way can
feel and be risky. Their taking such a
gift.

risk is truly a

There are things in life that are risky that really shouldn’t be
(like simply telling your story), but risk in and of itself offers us
gifts that aren’t so obvious. We often have a very negative
association with risk. When a situation or action holds risk, it
is because something of value is at stake and could be lost.
Certainly, to risk what is most precious in a frivolous way is
often the road to profound regret.
And yet, we sometimes fool ourselves into thinking that we
can avoid risk entirely. Whether we like it or not, risk is
always present in our human lives. It is never a question of if
something is at risk, but rather what is at risk. Though we may
fear risk, its very presence calls us to think deeply about what
is most sacred to us and thus what we most want to protect.

An idea that came out of last summer’s UUFN
“Social Action Huddle” will become an event during
which we can discuss the reliability of today’s
various news sources.
At 11:30 Sunday, Oct. 22nd, there will be a
forum in our upstairs meeting space during which
we will try to develop a consensus on what
constitutes “fake news.”
During the 90-minute session, you can nominate a
news outlet as being an example of unreliable or
“Fake”: News. You can nominate another news
outlet as being an example of “Reliable News.”
Then you can comment on specific “Fake News”
sources, or on specific sources of “Reliable News.”
This discussion will be tightly moderated. You will
have only a couple of minutes to plead your case.
After everyone has had a chance to speak, we'll
vote. You can vote for what you think is the best
example of “Fake News,” and vote for what you
think is the best example of “Reliable News.”
Results of this vote will be presented via email to
all members of the UUFN congregation. But the
vote results will be represented as reflecting the
preferences of all those who were present — not
the preferences of the UUFN.
We are conducting this exercise in keeping with
the UU’s Fourth Principle which promotes “a free
and responsible search for truth and meaning.”

Often, protecting what is most precious to us requires risking
what might be known and comfortable but not most essential
in the end. We find ourselves accepting the risk of changing
over the risk of stagnation. Though it feels scary, we choose
the risk of speaking our truth over the risk of losing our
integrity and selfhood by staying silent. We choose the risk of
letting go of misperceptions about ourselves and what we
think we need in order to become the people we truly long to
be – compassionate, loving, whole people.

For many years, Gallup Poll has asked the
American public, “How much trust and confidence
do you have in mass media — such as newspapers,
TV and radio — when it comes to reporting the
news fully, accurately and fairly?” In June of
1976, seventy-two percent said “A great deal or a
fair amount.” By September 2016, the figure had
dropped to 32 percent.

As we engage the spiritual theme of risk this month, I invite
you to reflect on how you want to navigate the inherent risks
of being alive, to consider what is most sacred to you, and to
lean into whatever change is calling to you.

Bill McGrath, UUFN Member

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

Children and Youth Programming
by James Coulter
Sunday, October 1st
K-5: To Everything There is a Season by Leo & Diane Dillon
Youth group: Religious Tolerance in a Time of Intolerance
Sunday, October 8th
K-5: 1st and 2nd UU Principle
Youth group: Religious Tolerance curriculum
Sunday, October 15th
Family Field Trip: Fireside Apple Orchard!
Sunday, October 22nd
Apple Crisp Sunday!
Sunday, October 29th
Multigenerational Mask-making Service

From the Children & Youth
Programming Director
Yum! Halloween fun
Eating my children’s candy
While they sleep in peace
-Anonymous Parent of Luella and Ruthie
My favorite month of the year! Hints of cool crisp air, the
colorful foliage, and the wide variety of pumpkin-flavored
products at your favorite grocery store. It’s also the time of
year when I most profoundly feel the connection between
the fine details of our lives (what we eat, wear, do, etc.)
with the grand motions of our solar system.

Sunday Adult Services:
A Look Ahead
SUNDAY SERVICES/ACTIVITIES
FOR NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER 2017
(Watch for updates - topics/speakers change)
•
•
•
•

Sunday, Nov 5th – Rev. Kristin Maier
Sunday, Nov 12th – Lay Lead
Sunday Nov 19th – Rev. Kristin Maier
Sunday, Nov 26th – Stone Soup
Sunday/Thanksgiving Service

•
•
•
•

Sunday, Dec 3rd – Rev. Kristin Maier
Sunday, Dec 10th – Rev. Kristin Maier
Sunday Dec 17th – Solstice Service
Sunday, Dec 24th – 4 pm Christmas Eve
service
Sunday, Dec 31st - New Year's Eve Service

And time again for our annual family field trip to Fireside
Apple Orchard on October 15! It’s always a great time to
reconnect with each other and get to know new friends
while picking apples for our Apple Crisp Sunday fundraiser,
October 22.
Interested in making a difference in the lives of our
children and youth? Volunteer to be a teacher one Sunday!
Please contact James at jcoulter@uunorthfield.org for
paperwork! No commitment! But you’ll be ready to jump
in when you’re ready!
Mr. James
James Coulter, Director – CY Programs

•

LIFE OF THE CONGREGATION

UUFN Social Group
Please contact Marcia if you're interested in
participating in the social group or have
suggestions for places to go. Watch for email
updates!
This month’s dates are:
Wednesday, October 4th, 8:00 am
McDonald’s
Tuesday, October 24th, 5:30 pm
Trophy House, New Trier

Coffee Hour
Now is the time to sign up to provide snacks for the
coming months. There will be a sign-up sheet on the
refrigerator downstairs for the months of October
through December. Remember, it isn't necessary to
be fancy. A savory and a sweet will do just fine. It's
best to have two people sign up for each Sunday.
COFFEE HOUR HOSTS FOR OCTOBER:
10/1
10/8
10/15
10/22
10/29

Brynda and Willis McCoy & Margie Grande
Bob & Suzannah Ciernia
Potluck at Carleton College
Paula Case and Terry Stead
Ben & Heather Ratzlaff

Questions? Call Marcia 507-301-3160.

Chalice Lighters Light the Way!
Are you willing to strike a match and lead us all
in the words for lighting the chalice? If so,
please sign up on this link:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QH9
6xtF2iQsG9EHmF28WxdlHJmLS5UNfZdv2RD_Wtg/edit?usp=sharing. Or, call or email
Kristin at 651-285-0807;
minister@uunorthfield.org.
In case you are wondering, no training is
necessary! But if it would help you to be brave,
I would be happy to show you how it works
before it’s your turn. I can send you the script,
show you where the matches are, and even
share my secrets to microphone success. : )
Thank you! Kristin
CHALICE LIGHTERS FOR OCTOBER:
10/1
10/8
10/15
10/22
10/29

Anna Hamilton
John Owens
Carleton UUs
Marcia Jacobs
Tory Borovsky

Help UUFN Grow by
Welcoming Newcomers
UUFN is growing!! Greeters are a critical part of that
growth and to keep the "fire of commitment" going.
We are all grateful to those who greet every Sunday.
There is no such thing as "too many" greeters.

Ideally, there are two people each Sunday so one can
take visitors with children to the nursery or RE. If you
want to serve this critical function and need a partner,
find a friend to help or let me help. To choose the best
Sunday for you, please contact me ASAP or look for the
sign-up sheet in the Fellowship Hall. Please let me
know if you would like to join the team at:
bryndamccoy@yahoo.com or 507-301-3029 and let me
know.
GREETERS FOR OCTOBER:
10/1
10/8
10/15
10/22
10/29

Lee & Bev Topp
Nita Wolf and Larry Vorwerk
Sharon Snyder and Matt Thieding
Margie Grande and Anna Hamilton
Katrina DeYoung and Bob Ciernia

UUFN Social Justice News
Thank you to everyone who was able to
pitch in for the September Share the Plate
recipient - the Unitarian Universalist Service
Committee’s Fund for Hurricane Harvey.
Our bookkeeper and treasure will be
totaling up the funds from the collection
baskets and sending half to this effort. The
Hurricane Harvey Fund will be divided
evenly between UUs most directly affected
by the hurricane and at-risk populations in
the area (especially immigrants). If you
would like to contribute directly to the
effort, you can do so here:
http://www.uusc.org/update-hurricaneharvey/. Likewise, an effort to support
those affected by Hurricane Irma in Florida
has been started and you can donate
directly here: https://giving.uua.org/irmaaid.
We know that the best way we can reduce
the number of hurricanes and other
extreme weather that has caused such
suffering in Texas, Florida, Puerto Rico and
beyond is to address the climate change
that is intensifying our weather systems.
Toward that effort, our Share the Plate
recipient for the month of October will be
MN 350. The goal of MN 350 is to return our
climate to the safe level of 350 ppm of CO2
or lower in a way that “best promotes a just
and livable future.” To reach this goal,
MN350, “Works to build a social movement
by empowering individuals, groups and
communities to act collectively in
addressing the climate crisis.” Please give
as you are able.

Seeking Songsters for the
UUFN Choir

Come Join the Choir!
Are you good at singing and like it
too? Would you like to spend a
couple of hours a week with likeminded people who contribute
their music talent to the ministry
of UUFN? We are starting choir
again on Wednesday night at 7:00
and invite you to join us. We meet
at Jeanne Agee's house for 1 1/2
hours and provide music for
church services, on average, two
Sundays per month. We welcome
you to join us!
Contact Bev Topp at: 952-4694859
bevorleetopp@frontiernet.net or
chat with her at coffee hour after a
service

UUFN Members serving the
Northfield Community meal at
Thursday’s Table. Pictured:
Anna, Nita, Larry, Naomi, Bill
and Tory.

Larry – ready for the crowd at
Thursday’s Table!

Our youth, chilling together after thinking
deep thoughts during youth class.

